SKIOLD IS YOUR COMPLETE SUPPLIER FOR CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

All types of climate solutions for pig farms
Energy consumption optimized to the climate in your pig house
Single sections or total projects – we have the solution
SKIOLD sells and services pig climate systems worldwide
...All you need is SKIOLD...
Complete Climate Solutions
...for every need

SKIOLD provides planning and design, supply, installation, commissioning and service

SKIOLD Is Your Complete Supplier for Climate Solutions

• negative pressure ventilation
• equal pressure ventilation
• combi systems
• heating systems
• high and low pressure cooling
• sprinkling
• soaking
• network solutions, alarm systems and surveillance

Whether new constructions or renovated buildings, you only need ONE supplier who has the power to carry the entire responsibility in supplying you the best and most complete solution in the market.

The road to our success as a supplier is materialized through your success as a pig producer. The majority of our advisors, technicians and engineers have personal experience with the work inside a pig house. Thus it is easier to understand the tasks you need to have solved and to know what is important for you.

Whether your next farm project will be executed in Scandinavia, Russia, Ukraine, South Africa or somewhere else, SKIOLD has a fulfilling solution for you.
Climate control
The central point within the range of SKIOLD’s product range is the series of easy-to-use climate controllers.

- PID adjustment is a matter of course in all SKIOLD controllers
- Connection to network offers the widest view of the activities
- Dependable and robust
- Contain all facilities required within modern pig production
- More than 30 years experience with climate solutions have been built into the SKIOLD controllers

Heating systems
The only things you do not need in your pig house are draught, cold and wet areas, sultry and humid air.

SKIOLD heating systems ensures optimum growth conditions for your pigs, because you can control the indoor climate, also when it is very cold outside.

- Robust system with long lifetime
- Systems, which will optimize your operating economy, also on the long term
- High-performance components securing optimum energy utilization

Air inlets
SKIOLD offers a wide range of air inlets securing that we can guarantee dependable solutions worldwide.

Ventilation systems
Optimum utilization of energy and operational reliability is part of the package when SKIOLD supplies ventilation systems

- Frequency controls means pressure stability and low-noise fans
- Low power consumption and intelligent safety functions
- Over-pressure as optional function in the delivery room facilitates much easier guiding of the pigs to the loading ramp

Sprinkling
Sprinkling onto the slats helps the pigs to adjust their body temperature and secures a good function of the pen. Soaking of the section before cleaning reduces the work labour and time consumption radically.

High Pressure Cooling
High pressure cooling cuts the peaking part of the summer heat.

- 3 to 10°C cooling effect
- The pigs maintain their appetite
- Cheaper than installing additional ventilation capacity
- Intelligent control of the cooling is a built-in part of the Apollo Multi climate controllers.
SKIOLD - your complete supplier of dry feeding, liquid feeding, electronic sow feeding, ventilation, heating, cooling, milling & mixing.

SKIOLD has proven herself for more than 140 years. We are determined to advice you and supply quality equipment also in future.

You can rely on SKIOLD to assist you whenever your staff needs instruction, if your system needs servicing or when you need to extend your farm.

SKIOLD is among the largest European manufacturers of equipment for mechanization of modern farming, and has long experience with production and advisory services regarding feeding systems, ventilation and plants for feed production. The target group is animal producers.

Many years as supplier for European as well as intercontinental customers have provided SKIOLD with a wide experience in meeting the different requirements from animal producers worldwide, on the basis of different statutory requirements regarding animal welfare etc.

At SKIOLD, the customer is at the centre and the product development takes place with focus on in-puts from the most foresighted producers.

The SKIOLD group consists of various companies, which are all suppliers to the primary farming, or related business areas, which strengthen their position through a close cooperation between the individual companies. In this way, it is possible to develop new products and make technical improvements in cooperation with the various companies in the SKIOLD group.